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Abstract

In this paper, we demonstrated the theoretical relationship between Gibbs free energy of the electric double layer and 
aqueous solution pH. The basis for our theoretical derivation is the fundamental electrochemical equation of Nernst and the 
Gouy Chapman theory of the electric double layer. In the thermodynamic sense, the partial derivative of Gibbs free energy 
with regard to interface/surface area is shown to directly linked to interfacial or surface energy, where the former is pH 
dependent. Accordingly, our theoretical derivation has permitted the interpretation of wettability trends in saline aquifers 
under geological carbon storage.
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Introduction

Electrostatic phenomena are ubiquitous in geologic 
systems characterized by aqueous-solid interfaces [1] and 
they are governed by the surface chemistry of solid surfaces 
and the ambient pH of the aqueous-rock system. The specific 
surface chemistry of rock surface reflects the mineralogical 
composition and surface functional groups [2]. Pertinent to 
the surface chemistry of rocks and or minerals is the point of 
zero charge pH [3] which is fundamental to the development 
of the electric double layer system [4]. Next to the surface 
chemistry and pH that are crucial for electrical phenomena 
in geologic systems, the interfacial free energy of the solid-
liquid interface is fundamental to wettability evolution 
in multi-phase flow in porous media and this impacts 
wettability [5] where pH evolves. 

Gibbs free energy of surface or interfacial chemical 
reactions such as protonation or deprotonation of surface 
ionizable groups is a thermodynamic measure of its 
feasibility [6] and will govern surface charging reactions 
under varying pH of aqueous solution. Therefore, under 

geological sequestration of carbon dioxide in saline aquifers, 
pH induced surface charge regulation which affects electric 
double layer development [7] will also affect solid-liquid 
interfacial tension [8] and wettability. Consequently, pH 
evolution will also affect the Gibbs free energy of the electric 
double layer [9]. In the literature, mentions have been 
made regarding surface charge and potential dependence 
of the electric double layer and the control of pH on the 
electric double layer [7], but to the best of our knowledge, 
a direct relationship between the free energy and pH that 
is theoretically driven is lacking. Moreover, in the field of 
colloid science, the electric double layer theory treats the 
thermodynamics related to the electrostatic Gibbs free 
energy [10]. This concept can be exploited for the derivation 
of the electrical or electrostatic Gibbs free energy related to 
surface charging of aquifer rock surfaces in response to pH 
changes of formation water. Therefore, the objective of this 
paper is to theoretically explore the effect of pH changes on 
Gibbs free energy of electrostatic charging in geologic system 
and to further use this as the basis for predicting wettability 
evolution trends in saline aquifers subjected to anthropogenic 
carbon dioxide injection, given the effect of pH evolution on 
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solid-liquid interfacial tension and its appearance in Young’s 
phenomenological equation [11]. 

Background

Dependence of Surface Charge on Aqueous 
Solution pH

For a siliciclastic saline aquifer with predominant silica 
composition, the predominant surface acidic functional group 
is Silanol [12]. This has a surface density [13] determined 
by the type of silica. These functional groups will ionize by 
protonation and deprotonation reactions in accordance with 
the following equations:

2 SiOH H SiOH+ +≡ + = ≡                               (1)

1  SiO H SiOH− +≡ + = ≡                                (2)

In which SiOH≡ is a neutral surface species (Silanol), H + is 
hydrogen ion, 2SiOH +≡ is protonated surface species, 1SiO −≡
is deprotonated surface species.

Reaction 1 is typical for silica surface under pH less than 
the point of Zero charge pH of silica surface while reaction 
2 is typical for pH greater than the point of zero charge 
pH. Generally, these reactions will lead to surface charge 
development such that the concentrations of charge type will 
be governed by aqueous solution pH as follows [14]:
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In which pHR − is the fraction of surface site available for 
the adsorption of positive ions from the electric double layer 
at prevailing bulk solution pH, pHR + is the fraction of surface 
site available for the adsorption of negative ions from the 
electric double layer at prevailing bulk solution pH, H +  
hydrogen ion concentration mol/l, 

pzc
H +   is the hydrogen 

ion concentration at the point of zero charge pH and 
pH

H +  

is the hydrogen ion concentration at aqueous solution pH

Relevance to Interface Thermodynamics

The surface free energy of a surface is the work done 
or required to create unit area for a surface in vacuo and 

the work done or required to create unite interface area 
where two different phases are in contacts. The origin of this 
energy has intermolecular bearing [15,16]. In this regard, the 
interfacial tension between two phases is given as Oss, et al. 
[17]:

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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ij i j

i i j j i i i j

γ γ γ
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  = − +    
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             (5)

In which ijγ  is interfacial tension between phase i and 
phase j [N/m], LW

iγ is Lifhitz-van der Waals component of 
phase i surface tension [N/m], LW

jγ is Lifhitz-van der Waals 
component of phase j surface tension [N/m], iγ

+  is the 
electron acceptor component of phase I surface tension 
[N/m], iγ

−  is the electron donor component of phase i surface 
tension [N/m], jγ

−  is the electron donor component of phase 
j [N/m] and jγ

+  is the electron acceptor component of phase 
j surface tension [N/m]

In geologic systems and considering induced surface 
charging, the electron acceptor and donor contributions to 
individual surface tensions originate from reactions 1 and 
2 respectively. The thermodynamic implication is that the 
solid-liquid interfacial tension can be written as: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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In which slγ  is interfacial tension between solid and 
liquid [N/m], LW

iγ is Lifhitz-van der Waals component of 
solid phase[N/m], LW

jγ  is Lifhitz-van der Waals component 
of of liquid phase [N/m], iγ

+ is the electron acceptor 
component of solid phase [N/m], iγ

− is the electron donor 
component of solid phase [N/m], jγ

− is the electron donor 
component of liquid phase [N/m] and jγ

+ is the electron 
acceptor component of liquid phase [N/m].

Equation 6 and Equation 3 through 4 put together show 
the interfacial tension between solid and liquid interface in 
geologic systems will be pH dependent as will the process 
of surface charging and electrostatic free energy of charging.
 

Gibbs Free energy of Surface Charging Reactions 
in Geologic Systems

If pH changes of aqueous solution and the resulting 
adsorption or desorption [18] of potential determining ions 
are regarded as surface charging processes, then the Gibbs 
free energy of such a surface charging reaction will provide 
an appropriate thermodynamic measure of the feasibility 
of the process. Since adsorption or desorption of potential 
determining ions from surface hydroxyl functional groups 
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provide potential sites for the adsorption of counter ions and 
the charging of surfaces, the electrostatic Gibbs free energy 
will also provide a means of determining the feasibility or 
extent of surface free energy changes of aquifer rock surfaces 
because the surface free energy of solids are changed due to 
the adsorption of ions or molecules [19]. The electrostatic 
energy of charging is pH dependent in accordance with the 
following equation [20]: 

( ) ( )1 , 2.3el BG pH pH k T Q pH dpH= ∆∫                
 (7) 

Here Bk  is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, 
Q∆  is the change in average charge and pH is negative 

logarithm to base 10 of hydrogen ion concentration. 1pH  is 
a reference pH taken as zero [21].

The physical validity of Equation 7 stems from the fact 
that a charged surface has none zero electrostatic potential 
which can give rise to electrostatic interaction energy. In 
addition, the total electrical Gibbs free energy of the electric 
double layer is given as:

( ) ( )0

0 0 0 00 0
f d d

σ ψ
ψ σ σ σ ψ σ ψ ψ= − = −∫ ∫               (8)

 
0, ,f ψ σ  are electrical Gibbs free energy of the diffuse layer 

[J/m2], potential of the diffuse layer [V] and surface charge 
density respectively [C/m2].
 

Equation 8 was defined for a biological system (proteins) 
so its analogy will be sought for ionizable groups related to 
geologic [22] system where surface charge densities can 
be defined. In this regard, a charge surface has electrostaic 
potential which gives rise to an electrostatic energy. The 
relationship between surface charge density and surface 
potential is given as Atkinson, et al. [18]:

2

B B

e
k T nk T
ψ πσ

ε
=                                      (9)

   
B, ,k , , , ,T n eσ ψ ε  are surface charge density [C/m2], surface 

potential [V], Boltzmann constant [J/K], temperature [K], 
number density of ions [mols/l], dielectric permittivity 
[F/m] and electronic charge respectively [C]

The solid-liquid interface is usually considered to 
be made up of three layers [23]. The mineral surface is 
characterised by the presence of the silanol groups with 
an electrical potential. The stern layer corresponds to the 
adsorbed cation and it is characterised by the nature of the 
interaction between the adsorbed ions and the surface site. 
The third is the electrical double layer also called Guo layer 
which is characterised by an internal electrical potential. 
If the ion density in the diffuse layer obeys the Boltzmann 
distribution [19] in the electric field created by the ionization 
of the surface silanols groups, then the diffuse layer charge 

density can be linked to the diffuse layer potential as Wirth, 
et al. [21]; Johnson, et al. [24]:
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0, , , , , ,d B rk T I zσ ψ ε ε

Surface charge density [C/m2], potential of the diffuse layer 
[V], Boltzmann constant. Temperature, relative permittivity 
[F/m], permittivity of vacuo, ionic strength [mol/l] and 
charge on ion respectively. All other parameters have their 
units already defined.
Assuming the following [23]:

0 s dψ ψ ψ= =                                         (11)
 

0 , ,s dψ ψ ψ  are solid or mineral surface potential, stern layer 
potential and diffuse layer potential respectively.

Equation 10 can be written as:
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The validity of this assumption stems from the fact that 
under certain conditions, the stern layer may contain more 
counter ions than is required to balance the surface charge 
in which case the diffuse layer is charged to the same extent 
as the surface and would therefore have the same potential 
[25].

The quantity in the bracket expressing the argument of 
hyperbolic sine in Equation 12 has the following ratio:

 0 2 B

ze
k T

ψ
 
  
 

                                         (13)
 

This is a constant for a given salinity and temperature of 
aqueous solution. The coefficient of the hyperbolic function 
is also a constant. This equation can be written as:

( )0 0 SinhA Bσ ψ=                                  (14)

Where:
          08 B rA k T Iε ε=

              
           (15)

2 B

zeB
k T

 
=   
 

                                          (16)

The Nernst equation is given as:

( )2.303 2.303B B
pzc

k T k T
pH pH pH

e e
ψ = − ∆ = −       (17)

ψ is surface potential, Bk is Boltzmann constant, pH 
is the negative logarithm to base 10 of the hydrogen ion 
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concentration of the aqueous solution, pzcpH is the point of 
zero charge pH of the solid surface. Substitution for surface 
potential from Equation 17 using Nernst equation gives:

( )( )0  sinh 0.5* 2.303* pzcA z pH pHσ = −         (18)
 
The pH derivative of surface potential is given as:

0

2.303 Bk T
d dpH

e
ψ = −                              (19)

Substitution into Equation 8b give:

 

( )( )
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e
z pH pH dpH

ε ε=

−
∫                     (20)

To proceed further geological sequestration of 
anthropogenic carbon dioxide in a siliciclastic saline aquifer 
with a predominant silica composition and silica cement 
similar to quartz arenites [26] will be assumed. In this regard, 
the point of zero charge pH of silica will be 3 averagely [27]. 
By further assuming a sodium chloride dominated formation 
brine (HANOR) the ionic charge z is 1. Furthermore, if the 
surface of silica is implied under typical formation brine pH 
which is near neutral [28] then the surface of silica with an 
average point of zero charge pH of 3 will normally develop 
negative surface charge [28] when subjected to carbon 
dioxide injection. This means that the surface potential in 
Equation 8 will be negative [29].

To calculate electrostatic Gibbs free energy, information 
about aqueous solution salinity, temperature and physical 
constants given in Equation 23 are required. With regard 
to salinity Hannor [30], gave a classification of sedimentary 
basin salinity. One of his classifications recognized under 
saturated sodium chloride dominated brine with salinities 
in the range 10000 to 250000 ppm. To calculate Gibbs free 
energy for a specific case the median value of this range 
(130000 ppm) will be used. This gives 2.22 moles per litter 
of sodium chloride. This corresponds to 2.22 normal sodium 
chloride solution.

The static dielectric constant of brine as a function of 
temperature and normality is given as Stogryn [31]:

( ) ( ) ( )
( )
0 0

3 2 3 3

, ,0
1.000 0.2551 5.151 *10 6.889 *10

T N T a N
a N N N N
ε ε

− −

=

= − + −   
 (21)

 
( )0 ,T Nε = is the dielectric permittivity at a given temperature 

and normality- Fm-1

( )0 ,0Tε = Dielectric permittivity at a given temperature at 
zero salinity-Fm-1 is the normality.

The dielectric constant of pure water as a function of 
temperature is given as Malmber & Maryott [32]:
    ( ) 4 2 6 3

0 ,0 87.74 0.40008 9.398 *10 1.410 *10T T T Tε − −= − + +  
(22)

T = is temperature (oC)

To simplify the calculations, this salinity will be taken 
as that typical of depths of geological carbon sequestration 
which are normally greater than 800 meters. Assuming a 
depth of 1000 meters and a mean geothermal gradient of 
25oC per kilometer and a mean surface temperature of 10o 
C, the temperature will be 35.5 oC. Putting the equations 
together, the dielectric constant of water will be 28 F/m, 
which substitute for the product of relative permittivity and 
dielectric constant in Equation 20. Substitution of Boltzmann 
constant-1.38 *10-23 kJK-1 [33] and integration of Equation 20 
gives:

( )1.196 cosh 3.45 1.15f pH= − − +                    (23)
 

Theoretical Plot

Figure 1 represents a plot with pH range starting from 
average ambient formation water pH [28] to pH values 
slightly below the point of zero charge pH of silica surface.

Figure 1: A plot of electrostatic Gibbs free energy versus 
pH of formation brine from 7.5 to 2.5 Electrostatic free 
energy calculations using the generalized solvent boundary 
potential method.

Discussion

Implication of Gibbs Free Energy Trend for 
Wettability Evolution 

In this paper the free energy given by Equation 23 which 
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was derived using equation 7 will be assumed to be related to 
ion adsorption at the silica-brine interface in geologic systems. 
Therefore, the free energy will be equated to adsorption free 
energy. In this regard, Figure 1 shows a  theoretical plot 
of Gibbs free energy variation with pH of formation brine 
that will be typically encountered when carbon dioxide is 
injected into sandstone saline aquifers. Values of free energy 
of adsorption calculated using Equation 23 are negative. 
Elsewhere Malin, et al. [34] (appendix 1), the free energy 
of adsorption at the silica-water interface has been studied 
and values of adsorption free energy have the same sign. 
The range of pH was chosen because dissolution of carbon 
dioxide in brine will produce increase acidity conditions that 
will cause pH reduction of formation brine [28]. Apparently, 
Gibbs free energy increases with decreasing pH reduction 
and attains a maximum value at pH of formation brine equal 
to 3 which is the point of zero charge pH of silica surface. To 
discuss the implication for wettability evolution two notable 
theories in the colloidal science will be invoked. They are 
intermolecular forces theory and disjoining pressure forces 
theory [35].

In line with intermolecular forces theory, the interfacial 
tension between solid and liquid is given by Equation 5. This 
is recalled below:

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2
1/2 1/2

1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
2

LW LW
ij i j

i i j j i i i j

γ γ γ

γ γ γ γ γ γ γ γ+ − + − + − − +

  = − +    
 + − − 
 

Under geological sequestration conditions pertaining 
to sandstones saline aquifers, the surface charge which 
corresponds to electrostatic contribution to solid-liquid 
interfacial tension will be predominantly negative, meaning 
zero surface positive charge. Consequently, this equation can 
be written as:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2LW LW
ij i J j j j jγ γ γ γ γ γ γ+ − − +    = − + + −        
Thermodynamically, as Gibbs free energy increases 

following pH decreases, surface charging reaction which is 
normally described by Equation 2 which is deprotonation 
of silanol surface species at high pH conditions will reduce. 
Therefore, surface charges are reduced with pH decreases 
with reaction 1 being favored which is protonation in nature. 
The surface of silica will be gradually approaching a state of 
zero charge and will attain this when the pH of formation 
brine has reduced to 3, which is the point of zero charge pH of 
silica surface. In relationship to the above modified equation 
this means that negative surface species are depleting due to 
deprotonation reaction in response to pH decreases which 
accounts for increase hydrogen ion activity of formation 
brine. Consequently, this equation can be interpreted 
to mean that as negative surface charges decrease the 

electrostatic contribution to solid-liquid interfacial tension 
will decrease. The mathematical interpretation is that solid-
liquid interfacial tension will increase with decreasing 
pH. Accordingly, it will attain a maximum at the point of 
zero charge pH when the surface charge of silica is zero. 
Therefore, the implication for wettability evolution can be 
appreciated by invoking Young’s equation for wettability 
given by Equation 24 assuming constant liquid-vapor and 
solid-vapor interfacial tensions [36]: 

cos lv sl

lv

γ γ
γ
−

=                                        (24)

Accordingly, as solid-liquid interfacial tension increases, 
following pH decreases the numerator of this equation is 
decreasing. Therefore, the cosine of the macroscopic contact 
angle, which is quantitative measure of wettability, will 
decrease. In this regard, minimum wettability will occur 
when the surface charge is zero, corresponding to maximum 
point of Gibbs free energy as seen the (Figure 1).

The analogy of this pH induced wettability reduction 
can be seen in electro wetting theory where Lippmann 
understood the metal-electrolyte interfacial tension to evolve 
in accordance with the following equation [37]:

sld
dV
γ

σ= −                                              (25)

Where slγ  is solid-liquid interfacial tension, V is the voltage 
applied across the interface and σ is the surface charge 
density. 

This equation leads to the following:

 sl slo dVγ γ σ= −                                    (26)

Where, sloγ , is the solid-liquid interfacial tension neglecting 
an electrical voltage.

This equation means that when there is an applied 
voltage, there is decrease in solid-liquid interfacial tension. 
Consequently, as the applied voltage decreases solid-liquid 
interfacial tension increases, corresponding to decreases in 
surface charge density as encountered in geologic systems 
with wettability reduction similar to that encountered in 
geologic systems.

In the electric double layer theory, disjoining pressure 
forces are those that tend to separate two interfaces [38]. 
This force has three fundamental components. They consist 
of van de Waals electrodynamic forces which are attractive in 
origin, double layer repulsive forces [39] which are repulsive 
and short range structural and salvation forces [40] which are 
also repulsive in origin. Structural or solvation components 
result from the structuring of water molecules [41] close 
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to solid surface which changes the dielectric permittivity 
leading to violation of the classical DVLO (Boris Derjaguin 
and Lev Landau, Evert Verwey and Theodoor Overbeek) 
theory [42] which assumes dielectric continuum [43].
 

Theoretically, double layer repulsive forces originate 
from electrostatic phenomena related to surface electrical 
charges on solids as encountered in geologic and colloidal 
systems. Since they are electrical in nature, their repulsive 
nature which stabilizes the thin wetting film on solids will 
be proportional to the magnitudes of surface charges. In the 
context of the present paper, as surface charges decrease due 
to pH decreases and as Gibbs free energy increases, there will 
be reduction of disjoining pressure forces due double layer 
repulsion. Therefore, the interface will tend to approach 
each other and this causes destabilization of the thin wetting 
film leading to dewetting phenomena [35]. This arises 
because of competition between attractive van der Waals 
attractive forces and repulsive forces furnished by the other 
two components of disjoining pressure [44]. Furthermore, 
in the context of the present paper, pH decrease and Gibbs 
free energy increase correspond to decrease in double layer 
repulsion to cause destabilization of the thin wetting films in 
geologic systems since this force is responsible for enhanced 
thin film stability [45].

Relationship of Present work to Published work 
in the Literature

The theoretical justification of our pH dependent Gibbs 
free energy of the electric double layer is seen in the context 
of recent trends in contact angle for the carbon dioxide-
brine solid systems. In this regard, Kim, et al. [46] studied 
experimentally the wettability of the system carbon dioxide-
silica-brine. They concluded from their experimental findings 
that interactions of supercritical carbon dioxide with brines 
in the presence of silica surface reduce wettability. Jung and 
Wan [47], also studied this system experimentally under 
supercritical gas conditions. By using two independent 
approaches for contact angle measurements, their summary 
conclusion is that interaction of supercritical carbon dioxide 
with reservoir rock in the presence of brine increased contact 
angle which corresponds to wettability decreases similar to 
that reported by Kim, et al. [46]. Similar observations have 
also been reported elsewhere [48]. To determine the effect 
of supercritical carbon dioxide interaction on the capillary 
sealing capability of shale cap rocks over potential saline 
aquifers [49], used experimental approaches. They arrived at 
a similar conclusion. Therefore, in the context of the present 
paper, carbon dioxide injection into sandstone saline aquifers 
and the resulting decrease in formation brine pH corresponds 
to increases in Gibbs free energy of electrostatic interaction 
and this has the effect of wettability decreases as explained 
theoretically using the outcome of the final equation in this 

paper. In the work of Malin, et al. [34] the adsorption free 
energy at the silica-water interface is plotted as a function 
of initial surface potential (Appendix 1). In the mentioned 
paper, as initial surface potential changes from high negative 
to low negative, the free energy of adsorption increases from 
a high negative value to a low negative value. Apparently, low 
negative values of initial surface potential correspond to low 
pH of aqueous solution and since this leads to increases in 
free energy of adsorption, values calculated in the present 
work are realistic, considering the silica-water interface.

Implication for Efficient Carbon Storage in 
Saline Aquifers

In the theory of multiphase flow in porous media, 
the concept of wettability and its intimate link to relative 
mobility of fluid phases abounds in the petroleum literature 
Owens & Archer [50]; Anderson [51]; Chilingara & Yena [52]. 
Generally, the more wetting a phase is with considering the 
solid surface, the lower is its relative mobility compared to 
the non-wetting fluid. Consequently, if the injection of carbon 
dioxide into a saline aquifer leads to decreases in wettability 
of the aquifer rock considering resident brine, its relative 
mobility will be higher compared to that of injected carbon 
dioxide. Consequently, injected carbon dioxide will move 
behind displaced formation brine with a reduced relative 
mobility, which enhances favorable mobility ratio and sweep 
efficiency in geological carbon storage. Moreover, putting the 
experimental findings of Kim and Wang [46] and Jung and 
Wang [47] where contact angle increases with pressure in 
the context of our theoretical model, it suffices to say that 
as carbon dioxide pressure increases, increased dissolution 
of the gas will induce more acidity and lower pH of aqueous 
solution. The implication is that the Gibbs free energy of the 
electric double layer which is linked to the electrostatic free 
energy of surface charging will increase and that leads to 
low surface charge density/potential which increases solid-
liquid interfacial tension, leading to contact angle increase in 
accordance with Young’s equation.

Conclusion

Adsorption phenomena at the silica-water interface 
in geologic systems is intimately linked to electrical 
phenomena. These electrical phenomena are directly 
related to the electrical double layer at the interface. Based 
on the molecular theory of interfacial tension, electrical 
phenomenon at the solid-liquid interface will impact 
interfacial tension. Therefore, for a multiphase flow regime 
specified by carbon dioxide and water in porous media, 
electrostatic effect on solid-liquid tensions will impact 
wettability. This process has to do with electrical surface 
charging which can be linked to the free energy of adsorption 
at silica-water interface. This paper has used an original 
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expression for the free energy of the electrical double layer to 
derive a pH dependent adsorption free energy for the silica-
water system under geologic carbon storage. The following 
sum up the conclusions of this paper:
1. The pH dependence of the free energy of the electric 

double layer can be described by a hyperbolic equation.
2. Increasing Gibbs free energy of the electric double 

layer will occur until a maximum corresponding to zero 
occurs at the point of zero charge pH corresponding to 
a maximum value of the solid-liquid interfacial tension.

3. The pH dependent Gibbs free energy equation in this 
paper explains increases in free energy which has a 
direct link to increase solid-liquid interfacial tension as 
pH decrease and can, therefore, be used to explain recent 
experimental trends on contacts for the carbon dioxide-
brine-solid systems.
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